ERROR PATTERNS IN PROSPECTIVE K-8 TEACHERS’ POsing OF MULTI-STEP ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION WORD PROBLEMS
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National and state standards in the US have emphasized the importance of solving and posing word problems in students’ mathematics learning for decades. Therefore, it is essential for prospective teachers (PTs) to have the mathematical knowledge necessary to teach these skills to their future students. Unfortunately, little research has investigated how PTs develop problem-posing skills. This study investigated PTs’ abilities to pose two-step addition and subtraction word problems in the context of a collegiate teacher education course. The researchers analyzed incorrect problems to identify error patterns among the mistakes made by PTs. By employing thematic qualitative text analysis, the researchers identified eight distinct common error categories. These results can be used to inform teacher education and to adapt tasks and instructional strategies for more effectively helping PTs develop their problem posing abilities.
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Introduction

The Standards for Preparing Teachers of Mathematics put forth by the Association of Mathematics Teacher Educators (AMTE, 2017) call for beginning teachers of mathematics to “regard doing mathematics as a sense-making activity that promotes perseverance, problem posing, and problem solving. In short, they exemplify the mathematical thinking that will be expected of their students,” (p. 9). The standards further indicate that effective mathematics education programs “develop positive dispositions toward mathematics, including persistence and a desire to engage in posing and solving problems,” (p. 70). As such, helping prospective teachers (PTs) learn how to pose mathematics word problems should be a goal of teacher preparation programs. Towards this goal, the researchers investigated two research questions:

1. With what frequency are PTs able to write correct, two-step addition and subtraction word problems?
2. What patterns emerge in the errors that arise when PTs write two-step addition and subtraction word problems?

The researchers of this study evaluated addition and subtraction word problems posed by K-8 PTs enrolled in an undergraduate mathematics problem-solving course with the intent of identifying emergent trends of conceptual difficulties. The results of this study can inform mathematics teacher educators (MTEs) in developing targeted and meaningful activities to address PTs’ difficulties and support their learning to pose multi-step word problems.

Literature Review

Even though problem posing has been discussed in mathematics education since the 1980s (Brown & Walter, 1983; Kilpatrick, 1987; NCTM, 1989), little has been done to investigate or ensure that teachers are prepared to pose problems to their students. Researchers have dug deeply into the role problem-posing can play in students’ mathematical development (Akay & Boz, 2009; Alibali et al., 2009; Sharp & Welder, 2014; Bonotto, 2013; Silver & Cai, 1996; Ticha & Hospesova, 2013), and this work has found that problem-solving skills do not necessarily equate to problem-posing skills.
Furthermore, Alibali and colleagues found that having students write original multiplication word problems “revealed difficulty with the underlying meaning of multiplication” (p. 257). Similarly, Sharp and Welder (2014) found that asking seventh graders to write a division of fractions story problem exposed multiple “areas of limited conceptions that may not have been identified through traditional algorithm-driven assessments” (p. 546).

Since problem posing is an instructional activity that has been shown to benefit student learning by providing instructors insight into students’ conceptions, teachers should be prepared to incorporate such activities in their future classrooms. However, to do so, they must first learn how to pose problems themselves. Therefore, it is important that PTs be given opportunities to develop problem-posing skills during their mathematics education preparation.

As MTEs, our attention then turns to how we can efficiently prepare PTs to pose a variety of word problems. The National Research Council tells us that “addition and subtraction are used to relate amounts before and after combining or taking away, to relate amounts in parts and totals, or to say precisely how two amounts compare” (2009, p. 32). Their work and the Common Core State Standards Initiative (NGA & CCSSO, 2010) have highlighted the multiple situations in which addition and subtraction occur by developing a framework for word problems that can be used to categorize them according to their structural differences. This framework produced 14 clearly distinguished categories, which give way to instructional strategies that MTEs can use for guiding PTs in developing problem-posing skills.

Methods

At a tier one research institution in the southern United States, the researchers collected data from PTs enrolled in an undergraduate mathematics problem-solving course that focuses on teaching mathematics through problem solving (Alwarsh, 2018; Bostic et al., 2016; Chapman, 2017; Fi & Denger, 2012). Instructors of this problem-solving course have incorporated a variety of instructional activities and strategies to support PTs in their learning to create original one- and multi-step addition and subtraction word problems that utilize a variety of problem structures. One such task asked PTs to pose four 2-step addition and subtraction problems to match four sets of specified structures (e.g., change – add to – change unknown and part-part-whole – part unknown). The data analyzed in this report includes problems posed by PTs in one instructor’s course across two semesters. Thirty-seven PTs were enrolled in each semester of the class for a total of 74 PTs. All PTs were enrolled in programs leading to teacher certification in the areas of EC-6 (Generalist) or grades 4-8 mathematics and science, English, or history.

Throughout their coursework, PTs were introduced to the taxonomy of common addition and subtraction situations as identified by the Common Core State Standards (NGA & CCSSO, 2010) as a basis for discussing structural differences between addition and subtraction word problems. After categorizing and solving a variety of one-step word problems, the PTs posed one-step word problems to match each of the 14 possible problem structures. PTs received feedback on the one-step problems they wrote, which were mostly correct. Afterwards, class activities focused on categorizing and solving two-step addition and subtraction word problems. Lastly, PTs were given the aforementioned assignment in which they were instructed to pose four two-step word problems to match given pairs of addition and subtraction problem structures. This assignment resulted in 282 PT-posed, two-step word problems (n=282).

To analyze the 282 word problems, the researchers used thematic qualitative text analysis. First the problems were coded as being correct (n=124) or incorrect (n=158). Next, categories of error patterns identified in the 158 incorrect problems were created both deductively and inductively (Kuckartz, 2014), first at a macro and then micro levels. A temporary category was created based on the number of steps required to solve each incorrect problem, followed by whether the structures of the posed problem matched the assigned structures. As the researchers continued their analyses, they
determined whether each new incorrect problem matched an existing category or if a new category was necessary. To test the validity of the devised coding scheme, the researchers re-coded all 282 word problems independently according to their correctness and the categories of error patterns that had emerged. After discussion, agreement was reached for 100% of the analyzed word problems. Lastly, the categories of error patterns were analyzed by the frequency at which they were exhibited by the PTs.

**Results**

As mentioned, 124 of the 282 word problems correctly provided a scenario that included two situations that matched both of the assigned structures and asked a question that required a two-step calculation utilizing the unknowns from each situation. Fifty-six of the remaining 158 problems correctly posed a valid two-step addition/subtraction question and were only deemed incorrect in this analysis because they simply did not meet the structural criteria of the prompts.

The remaining 102 PT-submitted problems were deemed as having one or more structural errors. The analysis of these errors led to the identification of eight distinct categories of error patterns, dependent upon the number of steps required to solve the problem, the appropriateness of the question(s) asked, and the use of the assigned structures. Due to space restrictions in this report, we will explicate only the most-frequent category of error pattern, problems that only required one step (n=68), and provide examples of the ways in which one-step errors occurred as found in PTs’ work. Of the remaining 34 problems, 12 required more than two steps, three required zero steps (as the solutions had been provided within the context of the problems), four required algebra in their solutions, and 15 could not be solved with the given information.

**One-step Problems (n=68)**

The most common error resulted from PTs who were able to build up two addition/subtraction structural situations but did not properly utilize the unknown information from the first scenario to form a question that required a two-step calculation (n=68). Sixty-three of these one-step problems posed a single question, but the question still failed to connect the two unknowns. These 63 one-step—one question problems were further categorized according to whether the PTs used the assigned structures or not. The remaining five one-step problems resulted in the posing of two separate questions. Examples of each type are provided below.

**One-step – one question – two correct structures (n=31).** Thirty-one of the 63 one-step, one-question problems built contextual scenarios that correctly matched both of the requested problem structures. However, due to a lack of connection between the two scenarios, the question posed only required one calculation to be solved. For example, one PT submitted the following problem, exhibiting this common error, in response to the second prompt (change – add to – start unknown; compare – more – bigger unknown):

Sarah had some pieces of candy. Four more pieces were given to her, so she had ten pieces of candy total. Amanda had five more pieces of candy than the amount of candy Sarah was given. How many pieces of candy does Amanda have?

This PT provided a scenario that matched the two assigned structures but did not pose a question that would require the solver to utilize the unknown information from the first step as known information in the second step. Specifically, in this example, the unknown information in the first scenario is the number of pieces of candy Sarah starts with, but the second scenario connects the second unknown to the number of pieces Sarah was given. Since this information was provided (“Four more pieces were given to her”), the only required step to answer the question is adding four and five to get nine pieces of candy.
One-step – one question – incorrect structure(s) (n=32). The remaining 32 of the 63 one-step, one-question problems exhibited the same error as above but were further flawed in the sense that the scenarios posed did not fully match the requested structures. For example, for prompt 3 (part-part-whole – addend unknown; compare – more – difference unknown), one PT submitted the problem:

Sarah has four red shirts and some green shirts. Sarah has two more red shirts than green shirts. How many green shirts does she have?

Again, in this problem, only one calculation is necessary to answer the question posed: four (red shirts) minus two (more red shirts than green shirts) equals two (green shirts), making it a one-step problem. However, this problem also exhibits structural issues. The first scenario (part-part-whole – part unknown) was not fully developed, as the whole amount was never provided (leaving two pieces of unknown information: the number of green shirts and the total number of shirts). Furthermore, the second scenario created a compare – more – smaller unknown situation (when the prompt specified difference unknown).

One-step – two questions (n=5). A small subgroup of these one-step problems (n=5) contained two independent scenarios and asked two separate questions in an effort to satisfy the two-step prompts. Four of these problems included the correct assigned structures, one did not. The PTs who wrote these problems knew that two steps were necessary to satisfy the given task but showed difficulty in connecting their unknowns into a single question. For example, one PT-submitted the following problem to the third prompt (part-part-whole – addend unknown; compare – more – difference unknown):

Maria has 4 apples and some cherry pies. She has a total of 7 pies. Kara has more pies than Maria. They together have a total of 15 pies. How many cherry pies does Maria have, and how many pies does Kara have?

Discussion

The skill analyzed in this study was the ability of PTs to write addition and subtraction word problems that utilized one unknown in a second scenario to create a two-step problem. The level of difficulty of these problems for solving purposes is quite low, but the necessary skill to create such problems proved quite high with only 44% of the PTs able to correctly formulate a two-step word problem as requested. Alarmingly, a large proportion of the 56% of PTs who were unable to create two-step problems tended toward writing one-step problems with disconnected or incorrectly connected scenarios.

Teachers at every level need to be prepared to create original word problems and support their students in developing problem-posing skills. Our findings are especially concerning given that the participants in this study were being trained to teach mathematics in elementary classrooms yet displayed great difficulty in formulating elementary-level word problems. As we, the researchers, apply the findings to our mathematics problem-solving course, we are using the error pattern framework developed here to facilitate targeted discussions of common errors in the classroom. The findings of this study will inform our development of a task designed to confront common errors head on so that PTs will be more cognizant of effective and ineffective problem-posing strategies. Future research will study the effects of this task.
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